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Starting your biz with a systems mindset

One of the ways you can make things much easier for yourself further on down the line 
is to practice your systems mindset from the beginning. You want to be really mindful of 
what can be duplicated and/or handed off further on down the line, and start collecting 
the information you’ll need to do that - even if it’s just a little bit at a time. 

Whenever you’re working, ask yourself: 

• Is this something I’m going to be doing over and over again?
• How can I make sure I’m not reinventing the wheel?
• How can I make this just a little easier next time I do it? (Example: storing the 

password for your InstantTeleseminar or Satori account in a passwords document 
in Google Docs, so you don’t have to do the “wait now, what password did I use 
here?” dance over and over again.)

• When it comes time for me to outsource this task, how am I going to explain doing it? 
(Example: writing down a task list, or recording a screencast, or some combination 
of the two...)

It takes practice, sure, but working on keeping these questions in mind as often as 
possible will make it easier for you in the future. If you need to, you can even print this 
page out & keep it by your desk as you work for reference. 

The other piece of this is to be aware of the different areas of your business (the different 
systems) and how they play into each other. It can be difficult to get the hang of, but 
when you’re looking at your business, ideally, you’ll be noticing: 

• The bigger picture of your business as a whole (where you’re at now, where you want 
to be in the immediate future, and where you want to be in the further-off future)

• What the different areas of your business are (the work itself, marketing, content 
creation, client follow up, and so on)

• How each of those areas/systems plays into that bigger picture of your business (if you  
want to ramp up your business quickly, focusing on marketing and promotion will take 
priority in the immediate future)
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The highest leverage systems for new business owners

When you’re a new business owner, it can be difficult to know where to focus your 
attention - so many places you could be putting your time! Where to start?! 

In general, there are a few places that you can focus your attention, where you’ll see 
more & better results as a new business owner - and systematizing these will keep you 
from the “I’ve just set up shop, now what?” syndrome a lot of new biz peeps find 
themselves suffering. 

Client follow up & intake

When you’ve just started offering your services, it can be hard to get the work itself 
systematized, but you can streamline on the pieces around the work (so to speak). The 
two main pieces I want to focus on here are client intake and client follow up. 

Client intake would be everything that happens after the client pays but before you’ve 
started the work. This would be: 

• intake questionnaires
• scheduling the first appointment (and any consecutive appointments)
• signing contracts 

Start thinking about how you can automate this as much as possible - you’ll be grateful 
for it when business is booming. For example, you can use Google forms, 
SurveyMonkey, or Typeform for intake questionnaires, DocuSign to make contracts 
quicker, and scheduling tools like Satori, TimeTrade, or ScheduleOnce to make the 
scheduling process as painless as possible. The goal with all of these is to minimize 
email back and forth and save time. 

Client follow up is everything that happens after you finish your initial work with the 
client. This is an area that a lot of people neglect, which is awful, because if you’ve got 
happy customers who would buy from you again, then you’re actively losing money by 
not offering them the chance to give you money! Working on a client follow up system 
means considering things like: 

• What kind of services can you offer people after the original service package is “used 
up”?

• What kind of “maintenance” or “retainer” type services can you offer to people?
• How are you going to save your client emails and notes so that you can keep in touch 

with them?
• How are you going to set up reminders to keep in touch with past clients? (And how 

often are you going to keep in touch with past clients?)

Tools like Contactually and Ming.ly can be really useful when it comes to this! 
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Marketing and promotion

When you’re starting your business, one of the areas that you have a lot of time to work 
on is marketing & promotion. I distinguish slightly between the two categories, even 
though it’s kind of an arbitrary distinction - I like to separate out activities between 
those that can get you clients now or in the immediate future (which I call “marketing” -
emailing someone and asking to work together, for example) and those that are building 
authority and credibility for further on down the line so that in the future you’ll have 
people coming to you instead of you having to go out and look for them. 

Depending on your circumstances when you start your business, you’ll want to split up 
your activities differently. If you’re still working at the day job and aren’t in a money 
crunch, you’ll probably be better off focusing on more “promotion” activities, and letting 
“marketing” take a back burner. If you’ve just suddenly lost your day job and thus your 
main source of income, then you’re going to want to focus on marketing accordingly, 
and hustle like ya mean it. Usually what I see people doing and what I personally 
suggest is focusing 75/25 on promotion vs. marketing when they’re in their day job and 
building their business, switching to a blend closer to 50/50 as their business becomes 
their main source of income, and then back to 75/25 as their business reaches a healthy 
growth rate. 

Subset of marketing & promo: “guest posting” & content creation

When I say guest post, I’m using it as a placeholder for any number of tools that can be 
used similarly, depending on what your favorite is and what’s the easiest for you to do. 
Some other ideas: 

•Teleclasses or webinars - lots of options here: 
•You on your own presenting a teleclass to your audience or to someone 
elses’
•You and a co-presenter doing a teleclass for both of your audiences
•Doing a telesummit or series of webinars/classes 

•Interviewing people or getting interviewed 
•Speaking locally/in person or hosting meetups

You get the idea. And, if you’re just starting out, it can be really helpful to try several of 
these options a few times and keep track of your results (like we talked about on the call) 
keeping track of things like: 

•Any clients that resulted
•Email list opt-ins that resulted
•Contacts or further opportunities that resulted 

It’ll be hard to keep track of all of this perfectly, but just having an idea will really help 
you see which of these methods is best for you and your business. There really isn’t a 
one-size-fits-all solution, so keeping track of these things is important. 
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For whatever your method of choice is, you need to have: 

✓A frequency in mind (i.e. once a month, every other month, every two weeks, 
etc.) 
✓A list of topics and inspiration
✓A list of people and/or places to approach/collaborate with 
✓A task list of the actual work involved (come up with three headlines, send this 
person an email, outline post, write post, edit post, etc.) 
✓Bonus: a rough outline of the emails involved, so that you don’t have to write 
them from scratch each time 

You’ll also want to have all of these items for your regular content creation (blogging, 
posting on Facebook, etc.) - with the additional option of having themed days or months 
to make it easier to come up with ideas (ex: motivational Monday, where you post 
something motivating on your Facebook page).

Subset of marketing & promo: free consults

One of the common ways that people use to give potential clients a sample of what it’s 
like to work with them is 15 or 30 minute “freebie” sessions. 

They can be really effective, but they can also be a huge time-suck if you aren’t 
streamlining the process as much as possible. If you do these sorts of sessions, make 
sure that as many things are automated as possible with the intake process (many of the 
same tools that work for client intake will work here, too), and that you also have a 
system for the actual way you approach the work - like, we usually talk about these 
issues for the first 10 minutes, the last 5 minutes I say or do this, etc.

Other systems to consider as your business grows

The main area that I see people struggling with as their business grows are systems for 
the work itself and pricing their work accordingly. This is huuuge, especially for growing  
businesses - a lot of people just go off of gut instincts, which are well meaning but can 
totally screw you in the long-run. 

So, when it comes time to do so, here’s what I want you to do: 

Break the service down into categories

This makes it easier to start creating a task list when it comes to that - start out by 
breaking your service package into 3-4 areas (for example: intake, consulting, creative 
work, wrap-up processes). 
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Service package: 
Areas: 
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

Service package: 
Areas: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Service package: 
Areas: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Track your time

Ideally, you’ll be tracking your time for each step of the service so that you can have a 
mostly-accurate view on how long each service package takes you. However, depending 
on how long your service packages run (i.e. 4-6 weeks vs. 2 weeks) you might not want 
to take that time & I get that. I’d still recommend it at some point though, just to fine 
tune your estimates. 

Create a task list for your services

Whether you actually track your time or just estimate, you need to create a detailed task 
list for each service package you offer, starting from the area breakdown that we created 
on the last page. I’d recommend writing down as much as you can think of at once, and 
then letting it sit for a few days and adding anything you forgot to it in the meantime - 
and trust me, you probably will forget things! Here’s some common time leaks: 

•Email back & forth (a few minutes here & there can really add up) 
•Rounds of revisions or “small tweaks”
•Going over on scheduled phone time (i.e. the calls are supposed to be an hour 
long but often run 5-10 minutes over with some clients) 
•Having to ask additional questions you forgot in the first round of questions, or 
get extra clarification on things 
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Once you have a detailed task list with time estimates for each task, write down that 
total time estimate below. (I’ve left space for 3 different service packages, so that you 
can do this more than once.) 

Service package & price: 
Total time estimate: 

Service package & price: 
Total time estimate:

Service package & price: 
Total time estimate:

Now that you’ve done that, you need to take that total time estimate and add about an 
hour onto it for things like really tiny tasks that you’ll always forget to add into the 
estimate and “switching cost” (it takes you anywhere from 5-30 minutes to get into the 
flow of doing something else after you switch tasks). If your service package runs longer 
(again, 4-6 weeks or more), you’ll want to add more like 90 minutes or 2 hours. 

Service package & price: 
Previous estimate with 1+ hour added for switching cost: 

Service package & price: 
Previous estimate with 1+ hour added for switching cost:

Service package & price: 
Previous estimate with 1+ hour added for switching cost:

After that, what you’re going to do is take that total estimate with time added, and 
multiply it by 1.5. This is because some clients are going to take longer than others, and 
we want to make sure that your ass is covered (math wise) for any variety of client you 
could take on. 

That in mind, here’s your final time estimate ranges:

Service package & price: 
Time estimate range: 

Service package & price: 
Time estimate range:

Service package & price: 
Time estimate range: 

Once you’ve got those time estimate ranges, check the service price at both ends of the 
range with an hourly calculator, like the one at FreelanceSwitch. Make sure you’ve got 
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an accurate idea of how many hours a week are billable for you, too - one mistake many 
starters make is assuming that because most “normal jobs” are based off of a 40 hour 
work week, that they’ll have 40 hours of billable work on their business, and once you 
factor in for things like admin and marketing, that is never the case. 

Time management

One of the biggest things that people struggle with when switching from working for 
someone else to working for themselves is their daily work systems and habits. This is 
clearly too large of a topic to cover in-depth here, so instead I’m going to hit a few 
important points and then give you places where you can read further. 

Things to consider: 

•I would strongly recommend separating out time for working on your business & 
working in your business. What this looks like for me is having one day a week 
sectioned off specifically for working on my business - considering things like my 
profit margins, my long term goals and how what I’m doing now plays into those, 
etc. 
•On the same note, it can be really helpful to have dedicated “client days” on a 
weekly basis. 
•Office hours! Office hours! Office hours! If you don’t set office hours and stick to 
them, you will wind up inadvertently working 12 hour days, 6 days a week. No 
friggin’ bueno, y’all. 

Further reading: 

•How to manage your time + energy when it’s split
•Your to do list is not evil - here’s why
•The easiest tactic to actually make that habit stick
•Which idea should you start on next? 

Tools & resources for time management

FocusBar - sort of an automated nagger app for Mac - you tell it what you’re supposed to 
be working on, and any time you switch tabs/windows a small bar shows up at the top of 
the screen, telling you what you’re supposed to be working on. Surprisingly effective! 

FocusBooster - a simple Pomodoro timer app for both PC & Mac

StayFocusd - an extension for Chrome that can be used to block you from distracting 
sites during key work hours 

LeechBlock - a similar extension for Firefox
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RescueTime - tracks how you’re spending your on-computer time - can be useful for 
time audits

Checklist & homework

✓I have a list of promotional efforts to try, and a way to track the results from 
them
✓I have a calendar for my promotional efforts and my normal content creation
✓I have task lists for my content creation process
✓I have task lists and email template(s) for my promotional activities
✓I’ve got an easy tool (like Evernote or Springpad) set up to snag inspiration for 
content 
✓I’ve streamlined my intake process as much as possible
✓I’ve streamlined my freebie sessions as much as possible
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Bonus section: Systematizing other parts of your 
business & a systems template

This is a huge topic! And it’s not something your necessarily need to focus on 
rightthisinstant - this is more to keep you busy further on down the line, when things 
are growing steadily and you want to make sure you’re keeping everything running as 
smoothly as possible.What I want you to do is look at the systems categories 
below and choose no more than three that need the most focus right now. In 
general, when choosing, think about which areas will be highest leverage for you - where 
you can get the most results for the least effort. Under each system category is the 
description of the category, the current grade (how many points out of 10 you’d give 
yourself on this right now, today), and some signs you might need to prioritize that 
category. 

Client follow up & retention 

Description: Exactly what it sounds like. Do you follow up with past or lapsed clients on 
a regular basis to see if their situation has changed and they might be interested in 
working with you? Do you make it as easy as possible for current clients to stay current 
clients? 

(If your business is more product based than service based, you can mostly substitute 
“customer” for “client” here.) 

Current grade:   /10

Signs you might need to prioritize this: People tend to work with you once, and then not 
work with you again. You don’t have a way to keep track of people who have worked 
with you. You don’t check in with people after they’ve worked with you. 

Marketing & outreach 

Description: There’s a lot of overlap between marketing and promotion, but I split them  
up into two categories because I see there being two different kinds of these activities: 
activities that can get your clients and/or customers right now and activities that are 
building authority/credibility so that you’ll have clients & customers coming to you 
further on down the line (instead of you having to seek them out). Both of them are 
worth doing, of course, but I think there’s a definite distinction to be made. For the 
purposes of this worksheet, when I say “marketing” I mean things that can get you 
clients now or in the immediate future (emailing someone and asking to work together, 
for example). 

Current grade:   /10
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Signs you might need to prioritize this: Really, if you need to prioritize this, you 
probably know that already. Most marketing plans are focused on more long-term 
things, which are great, but you also need to have a list of activities you’re doing 
regularly that will get faster results. 

Promotion

Description: As I mentioned under marketing, for the purposes of these exercises I’m 
categorizing promotion as activities that are building authority/credibility so that you’ll 
have clients & customers coming to you further on down the line (instead of you having 
to seek them out). Think: blogging, guest posting, webinars and teleclasses, getting 
interviewed or getting media features, etc. 

Current grade:   /10

Signs you might need to prioritize this: In general, promotion is always a good thing to 
have in mind; however, if your business is currently booming, you’re booked to capacity, 
and the thought of promoting stresses you out, it’s okay to leave it on the backburner. 
(Just keep in mind that that can also come back to bite you later, if you don’t have a 
steady stream of clients coming in!) Promotion is an especially good place to focus if 
you’re a new business and you’re also working hard at marketing (after all, you want to 
be getting clients/customer now and building your credibility for the future). 

Services & intake

Description: This is anything that has to do with either taking new clients on (meaning 
intake questionnaires or consults) or doing the actual work itself.  

Current grade:    /10

Signs you might need to prioritize this: You’re booked to capacity, but your profit 
margins aren’t near as high as they should be. You wind up forgetting steps with clients 
and having to apologize to them for snafus that have happened before. You don’t have a 
clear, streamlined set of steps for each service you provide, with an entry and exit 
procedure. 

Administrative

Description: This is kind of a general catch-all category, where I put things like billing, 
invoices, emails/customer service, and so on. 

Current grade:    /10

Signs you might need to prioritize this: Your email response time makes angels weep. 
You forget to bill clients for work and only realize it three months later when you’re 
doing paperwork. Things like that. (You’ll want some specific reasons or examples here - 
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it’s such a broad category that if you don’t have specific reasons/examples, you won’t 
really have a place to start when it comes to creating your systems & action plans.) 

Team systems

Description: This category covers things like communication between you and your 
team members, creating meeting agendas, turning those agendas and notes into action 
items, and team roles.  

Current grade:    /10

Signs you might need to prioritize this: Your team meetings are a meandering mess. 
Team communications are difficult and can be confusing. It’s not clear who’s supposed 
to do what or when, so there’s a lot of duplication of effort & crossed wires going on. 

Planning, organization, & priorities 

Description: Exactly what it sounds like! Having systems in place to make sure that 
you’ve got plans for your future, that you have access to the information and people you 
need, when you need it, and that you know what your priorities are for your business. 

Current grade:    /10

Signs you might need to prioritize this: Well, you’re already doing a pretty good job by 
buying this kit! But you might need to make this a consistent priority past this workbook 
if you find yourself doing “busy work” on a regular basis, you feel like you’re spinning 
your wheels, and you’re not sure if the work you’re doing is actually moving you closer to 
your big vision for your life & business. 
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Reviewing & choosing 

Just because you gave yourself a low score out of ten doesn’t necessarily mean that that 
area should be a focus for you. You might not be focusing on it because your business 
model, personality, or client base means that you get a low return on investment from 
working on that area - in which case, you shouldn’t be prioritizing it. 

But it’s still a good idea to give yourself an honest assessment of where you’re at now so 
that you can consciously decide whether you want to improve or whether that’s just a 
low ROI area for you and something to can continue to ignore (on purpose). Look at 
what could help you the most, the fastest, and make sure that you’re choosing each of 
these priorities based on a concrete reason, not out of a vague feeling of obligation. 

Once you have priorities, you’ll be able to start creating action lists to have those 
systems in place, in order of importance. 

My priorities: 

Focus #1: 

Reason this is a focus: 

Focus #2: 

Reason this is a focus: 

Focus #3: 

Reason this is a focus: 

Once you’ve chosen your three systems you want to focus on in the immediate future, 
and have good reasons for choosing each of them, it’s time to start breaking the systems 
down. 
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Figuring out what to do in each system

Here’s some example places to start for each system - you can just choose one or two 
places for each system to get started: 

Client follow up/retention

• Create a follow up service you can offer previous clients 30, 60, or 90 days after you 
finish your work together (you can also come up with “next step” or maintenance type 
services to offer directly after your original work together, or 4-6 months down the 
road), and create a system to offer this to clients

• Create a system for keeping in touch with previous clients - keeping notes on the last 
time you talked, what you talked about, what’s going on in their life, etc. 

• Create a list of all your previous clients & start systematically reaching out to them

Marketing & outreach

• Create a pink spoon/freebie type offering (these are often 15-30 minute 
complimentary calls or consults), and systematize how you’re going to offer it/book 
people for it (the steps you’ll go over on the call, how you’ll get their information, etc.)

• Create a system for reaching out to potential clients and offering your services 
• Create a system for finding gig listings and submitting pitches (depending on what 

kind of work you do)

Promotion

• Create a system for running teleclasses or webinars
• Create a system for guest posting
• Create a system for your own blog posting/promoting those posts
• Create a system for speaking locally or hosting meetups
• Create a system for PR/getting media features

Services & intake

• Create a task list (with time estimates) of each of your popular services and keep it 
somewhere easily accessible

• Create an intake system for new clients and automate it as much as possible (i.e. 
questionnaires instead of email back & forth)

Administrative

• Create a system for dealing with email
• Create a system for customer service (policies, reply times, etc.) 
• Create a system for billing & sending invoices
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Team systems

• Create a system for meetings (for example - creating a meeting agenda that everyone 
can see ahead of time, or creating a way for team members to easily extract tasks from 
the agenda or their notes)

• Create a system for team communications
• Create a system for team check ins
• Create a system for team roles/responsibilities

Planning/organization/priorities

• Create a system for checking in with yourself/your priorities and creating the priorities 
for the week/month/etc. ahead

• Create accountability dates
• Most things will be a variety of those two - the systems dealing with this are all about 

getting in the habit of checking in with yourself (and any pertinent team members) to 
make sure that everything is on track and that actions are aligned with priorities 
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Systems templates

This can easily get overwhelming, so what I’d recommend is starting with one system for 
each area. Once you’ve got that down pat (which will happen eventually, I promise) you 
can come back to these worksheets, choose your next activity to systematize, and start 
working on that, but in the meantime, we’re just going to do three. 

Here’s an example: 

Area: Promotion

Name of activity: Guest posting 

How often: Once a week

One-off setup tasks: 

• Research 20-30 blogs to guest post at and create a document with a list of all of them/
any pertinent information on submission guidelines

Task list: 

If necessary, you can add a note next to each task about who’s doing it (if another team 
member is doing it, for example). 

• Check research on blog & submission guidelines
• Look at last 4-5 posts & any popular posts to help brainstorm for ideas
• Decide on post topic/title
• Outline post
• Write post
• Edit post
• Submit post
• Promote post when it comes out live

• Twitter
• Facebook
• Newsletter or email
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Now it’s your turn: 

Area: 

Name of activity: 

How often:

One-off setup tasks: 

•   
•   
•

Task list: 

If necessary, you can add a note next to each task about who’s doing it (if another team 
member is doing it, for example). 

•   
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   
•   
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